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Company Background 

studioNUM (New Urban Media / Methodologies) is specialized in integrating ICT with city districts; so called 

'Area Intelligence'.  'We create structures and applications to capture and utilize data flows in cities'. 

 

 New Urban Methodologies / Area Intelligence:  

 

• Our goals are efficiency and transparency for urban  

    regions to support mid-sized areas, cities and their  

    perspectives for development.  

• Our technique is both infrastructure and interface -    

   installing a regional wifi mesh intranet and  

   customizing an interface for both business  

   intelligence and social media functionalities to  

   strengthen local resources and opportunities.  

• Our strategy is to work with local municipalities in  

   combination with existing business and social  

   networks to build a relevant and commercially  

   sustainable intranet.  

• Design and deploy applications that reduce  

   municipal costs and speed the services need by  

   citizens and businesses. 

 

Benefits: 

 

• Customized solutions that enhance your cities  

   comparative advantages. 

• Infrastructure that enables smart city development. 

• Infrastructure and interface that reduces the costs  

   of several city services. 

• Empowers citizens to 'easily' take an active role in  

   their communities, both in terms of business and  

   social activities. 

• Strong emphasis on business sustainability and  

   short term ROI. 

• Autonomous information delivery that  

   integrates with public information systems,  

   networked signage and wifi enabled devices. 

 
Company Projects in 2011 – 2012 than included 8 students from MSc Information Studies UvA 

 

Culture Odyssey: Combines information signs and a mobile app with intranet supported wifi mesh technology. 

Once a static “you are here” sign now becomes an interactive path to cultural happenings near you. 

studioNUM supported and mentored 4 MSc students performing a field research and survey on information 

services provided for tourists and local on and around the Leidseplein A’dam resulting in a criteria for creating 

personas in a value sensitive design  (VSD) methodology.  The Culture Odyssey project also attracted a full time 

master’s thesis entitled VSD and Tourist Information Systems. 

 

Cloudmrkt: Demonstrates how to make Westpoort A’dam an intelligent area by integrating IT with urbanism to 

maximize local business and social opportunities. studioNUM supported and mentored 3 MSc students 

performing field research in the Westpoort industrial terrain on translating place identity into features for a 

business / social media application. 

 

 

Project Topics: 
Can be done individually or combined / integrated with each other. 
 

Reflexive Cartology 

 

Trilateration in Mesh Networks 

 

Geofencing and Data Fields 

 



Reflexive Cartology  
Key points 

Value sensitive map design Personas  Pedestrian flows 

 

Introduction: 

Area information, particularly for tourists, is usually represented in static maps with coupons. Nowadays, GLS 

offer local maps that also list local business including some degree of user generated preferences, although 

dynamic information it is mostly top down and dominated by global brands. This project questions the map-

making process and proposes to combine techniques attributed to value sensitive design to draft new types of 

dynamic maps for an urban area. Prior research by information sciences addressing tourist information services 

have determined that there are two main types of urban travelers described by the following personas: 

 

Peter Planner – Plans his entire trip in advance, knows where to park, pre ordered his tickets, made 

reservations and follows a schedule with predetermined path.  

 

Sarah Serendipity – The only plan is to arrive and follow her bliss. She prefers to let her senses and intuition 

guide her. 

 

Research: 

This project calls on designing two types of digital maps of the same area to match the personas values. Maps 

for Peter Planner types seem straightforward but are there gains to be made from an urban or informatics 

perspective and how will you approach Sarah Serendipity? This involves creating a few test scenarios and map 

designs (2D and/or 3D) to test on a Sarah like data set of persons. Will the streets have address or rather color 

fields and emotional references points, is traditional geographic scale relevant or should the street layout be 

more like an artistic expression? Or perhaps Sarah builds her own map on the fly from a digital tool kit sharing 

it with other like minds.  The maps will be web based, linked to an agenda of current POIs and mobile friendly 

(studioNUM will be sending you regular content for POIs).  

 

Both digital maps for Peter and Sarah are of the same region, with diverse radiuses .5km, 1km, 10km etc 

around the Rotterdam Schouwburg Plein and the Amsterdam Rembrant’s Plein. Your research begins with 

cartology and semiotics, to explore making digital maps that express both the built landscape and real time 

information associated with POIs in that area – think about icons and monuments. It’s like the ‘you are here’ 

map except now there is information about what’s happening around you being delivered to the map via the 

web. You’ll be asked to explore the difference between information signage and commercial signage, for 

example what are the differences in signage typology at the airport or train station and how are those 

semiotics related to trust?  From there you will design map prototypes for the personas and prepare to make 

public tests on outdoor screens and mobile web devices (smart phones, tablets, Google glasses) to see how the 

public responds to the map’s and POI’s. 

 

Test: 

Now you will embark on studying pedestrian flows before and after your new maps.  Based on your hypothesis 

and maps you’ll draft a control experiment for two split groups for each persona. The tests will take place on 

location in R’dam and A’dam involving outdoor screens (provided by studioNUM); web pages for mobile and 

POI’s to load into the map.  You may want to consider creating a web page forum for comments or twitter 

feeds. As urban and information specialists, what other types of information can be displayed on the public 

screens and portable web devices in relation to city goals like environmentalism and citizenship? 

 

Results: 

The goal is to design and test the effectiveness of the two map designs on user experience, document the 

pedestrian flows before and after the public exposure, navigational success, interaction or distraction from the 

route to the POI.    

 

 

 

 



Trilateration for 3D Mapping in Mesh Networks  
Key points 

Mesh Typology 2.4 / 5.0 Ghtz Real time positioning in ad hoc network X,Y,Z coordinates 

Web / mesh based 2D/3D maps Mesh/mobile phone networks  

 

Introduction: 

Geo Location services often rely on GPS and therefore have limited performance in crowds and indoors. This 

project explores a mesh typology (provided by studioNUM) using 3.5 and 5.0 Ghtz antennas and routers to 

create an access zone both indoor and outdoors. Students will be creating a wifi zone and corresponding maps 

to track mobile phones in a 2D and 3D environment. Furthermore they will explore various techniques for data 

transfer optimization by using a combination of router placement in the built environment and enabling the 

smart phones them selves to be a repeater in the network.  The point is to empower local communities with an 

autonomous mapping; tracking and data transfer authority to serve their unique purposes and processes. Once 

in place, how can municipal and citizen services leverage their new network, will they use public screens or 

mobile web devices or other media, how will maps differ from the Google standard and how does the data 

transfer capacity compare with 3G and 4G? 

 

Research: 

How successful can ad hoc networks be in achieving accurate trilateration without GPS? Furthermore, how 

robust and secure is the data transfer. Students will be given mesh equipment to test and deploy various 

configurations of wifi access zones. Within these zones students will translate the built environments into 2D 

and 3D maps, particularly in the case of buildings to be able to track in real time the position of mobile phones 

and wifi enabled devices.  Installing a mesh typology will first involve a field study and material research to 

minimize interference of the radio signals. Access zones will have two qualities, one will be connected to the 

Internet via backhaul and the other will be an autonomous network with it’s own server (provided by 

studioNUM).  An inventive part of the project will be enable a consumer mobile phone to be a repeater 

antenna in the mesh network. How far and how many phones are needed to extend a mesh area of 

connectivity? How intense is the battery usage and what are ways of minimizing – think of keeping the 

processing by the mesh server instead of in the device or using external power sources in the field like a car 

battery or a utility.  

 

Test: 

Establish scenarios for mapping POIs that are specific to an area. Creating an area of connectivity requires a 

field research to maximize receptions and limit chances for interference; then the right equipment (provided 

by studioNUM) can be installed in the right place. You will then have a mesh network that hosts a local server. 

The research starts with determining or building the maps, a combination of outdoor 2D and indoor 3D. The 

maps then need to be integrated with devices to show the POI. Sharing map tiles across a single network can 

be demanding on the device rather, store the map locally and discover how devices can share their coordinates 

and short strings of text across the mesh network. Also consider the possibility of replicating the app so that 

other devices entering the mesh can join the network. 

 

Connectivity and data transfer quality will be tested in two types of wifi zones: one as an extension of the 

Internet via backhaul and the other as an autonomous network hosted by a local server.  Both test 

environments will host the local maps, SIM and router ID numbers, and will include indoor and outdoor spaces. 

The field research will take place in area such as a campus, Business Park or a major city square. The access 

zones will be visualized by the 2D and 3D maps where the user can see his/her position on the map relative to 

the other mobile phones and routers creating the mesh in real time. 

 

Results: 

Monitor the effectiveness of local mesh networks to create their own wifi zones. This project seeks to both 

implement and test tracking accuracy in various built environments whilst developing test case scenarios for 

what to track and why. Can tracking assets reduce municipal maintenance costs, make citizens more aware of 

their litter, provide safe monitoring of children and the elderly, or uncover unexpected flows through the city? 

Students will be challenged to uncover urban services and or data visualizations that can exploit this area of 

connectivity. Think for example on flash mobs or firefighter volunteers who are assembled at a location for a 

specific purpose… how could having a collective mesh area of connectivity be an added value to their cause? 



Geofencing and Data Fields  
Key points 

Mesh Typology 3.5 / 5.0 Ghtz Positioning in web and or ad hoc network  RFID 

Virtual boundaries  Triggers Web / mesh based maps 

 

Introduction: 

Geofencing technology began with tracking employee’s mobile phones on company time and is progressing to 

aggressive push marketing. But how can this technology be used to improve urban living and city services from 

a municipal orientation?  This project approaches geofencing from another perspective – restricted access 

zones and pull information. Starting with a wifi area of connectivity generated with a mesh typology, provided 

by studioNUM, you will first write a software to establish a perimeter / access boundary and visualize that in 

real time on a web map.  Now the focus will be on deploying data fields within the wifi area, in this way data is 

placed in a specific geography and can have variable qualities.  

 

Research: 

How can an area benefit from geofencing technology in levels more advanced that monitoring mobile phones 

and push marketing? Your technical object is to achieve a method for deploying and displaying geographical 

information on location.  In terms of deployment for example, data fields can help police; first aid helpers or 

firefighters on location by providing extra secure electronic data on demand, help manage crowds and enforce 

or change local perceptions on a neighborhood’s perimeters.  From a display perspective, electronic borders 

linked to web maps can be set up with triggers to display hard to reach information in the city infrastructure, 

monitor usage or create a digital bulletin board where workers can leave their notifications at the location.  

 

 With the hardware support of studioNUM and depending on the nature of the project, in particular the 

distances within the data field to the asset, students on this project are welcome to consider solutions that 

combine RFID technology. For assets needing the highest degree of accuracy, or in area of wifi interference, or 

3G,4G bottlenecks from an overconcentration of mobile users, RFID can be a solution. RFID enabled tags 

connected to a reader and synapse engine within an internal access zone within the mesh typology can 

leverage precision and distribution creating a hybrid data field.  Think about wifi data transfer difficulties in 

structures made of iron, or under ground or in a crowded conference room with a hundred+ people. 

  

Test: 

Select a database and a scenario, your choice should be based a real need and an extension of an existing 

process; studioNUM can help with scenario planning. Within the geofenced perimeter running on the mesh 

server hosting web maps, test the deployment of data fields and the access of data within the geofence by 

mobile devices.  Are the data fields able to function as a hyper local cloud computing service? If your scenario 

involves sending data to people assets in the field, how robust is the data transfer and is it possible to host and 

run an application. If your scenario is testing how to deploy data to otherwise inaccessible areas, what mix of 

hardware and software integration makes it possible.  Based on your scenario, it should be clear what the pain 

points are and how your geofencing solution offers real gains. 

 
Results: 

The project results in a WLAN with a geofenced area. Depending on your scenario’s pain points, there will be 

measurable data to indicate how this technology can influence a process.  In particular does data transfer allow 

for greater speed, size, reception; is there an application needed on devices or is it web based and able to 

perform local cloud services?  


